T H R I V E

How leaders build environments where
innovative people & organizations succeed

Today's critical challenges and opportunities require faster, more fundamental innovation and
transformation efforts. A recent study by Boston Consulting Group found almost 75% of decision
makers believe innovation is a top 3 priority for their organizations; only 20% believe they have an
advantage in that area.
How do you drive more effective and impactful innovation?
Creating a culture of innovation vs. housing innovation in R&D functions or Labs
Having more projects succeed, increasing innovation's financial results
Finding the right people for innovation projects

We work with leaders ready to venture beyond what they do today and invest in innovation.
After 300 questionnaires & 60 interviews, we have developed an approach to:
Identify employees who thrive in the uncertainty of creating something new
Activate their innovative potential and engage them in purposeful work,
Group them in teams with a unique culture to deliver projects above current success levels
Train your leaders at scale to drive innovation across your organization.

Our research has been published in CERN IdeaSquare's
Journal of Experimental Innovation.

THRIVE IS AN EXPERIENTIAL
CURRICULUM DESIGNED FOR YOUR
ORGANIZATION'S LEADERS TO:
Significantly increase the success rate of your innovation efforts
Access untapped innovative potential in your workforce
Move beyond incremental approaches to enable breakthrough innovation
Design engaging, innovative ecosystems
Move to the next stage of your business with greater velocity and ease

HOW DOES THRIVE WORK?
DISCOVERY
DESIGN

DELIVERY

Discover your organization's unique Paradigms of Innovation profile with
survey data delivered in a report with programmatic & strategic recommendations.
Our team custom designs programming to address your specific challenges,
opportunities, and innovation requirements.
Benefit from facilitated workshops, leadership development, keynotes, and retreat
sessions for your intact teams, Innovation Labs, high-potentials,
regional leaders, or C-Suite.

THRIVE CAN BE TAILORED FOR:
Senior leaders: Executive Teams, Business Unit groups, or from across large organizations
Mid-level managers feeling the pressure to change from both above and below
Frontline leaders who drive change and have the closest eye on your organization's culture
Gamechangers: innovators across your workforce who have the capacity, expertise,
and energy to navigate the new innovation landscape with ease

OUTCOMES OF THRIVE INCLUDE:
Greater clarity on your business and next steps
Increased engagement and alignment across your teams
Focus on what's most important & decreased attention on distractions
New leadership behaviors and goals for your team, expanding what's possible
A more engaged, creative, energetic, innovative atmosphere

WHO LEADS THRIVE?
THRIVE is brought to you in partnership by Innovating Work and APOGEO Group. It builds upon decades of
research and experience in 3 related fields: research, applied innovation, and leadership
development. We have a global team of facilitators at the ready to deliver THRIVE.
The team is led by Steffen Raetzer and Dr. Rebecca L. Self.

Steffen Raetzer is a former corporate leader turned innovation catalyst
and entrepreneur. He supports the individuals behind ideas to increase
the likelihood of start-up success for early-stage, game-changing
innovation. Steffen worked at Procter & Gamble and Honeywell for 12
years before embarking on his own entrepreneurial journey supporting a
wide range of innovative organizations from social entrepreneurs and
humanitarian actors to multinationals in their efforts to address global
challenges. Steffen is the creator of the Paradigms of Innovation
assessment and works especially with Innovation Labs.
Dr. Rebecca L. Self has over 20 years experience designing and
delivering award-winning, large-scale transformational programming with
organizations on 5 continents including Maersk, Nokia, Novo Nordisk,
Avaya, Volvo, and SwissRe. She has also worked with
female social entrepreneurs from Tanzania to Turkey, Nepal to New
Jersey. She sits on the Board or serves in an Advisory capacity of multiple
organizations serving entrepreneurs, leaders and founders
worldwide. Rebecca delivers the corporate ethnography, digital and face
to-face learning content, and facilitation components of these programs.

Are you ready to move beyond current business paradigms and thrive? Let's get started.
We are looking for partners & organizations to create a more innovative, sustainable organizations.
If this sounds like it could be for you, reach out to us.

www.innovating.work
www.apogeo.group
+41 78 615 5903

